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Our Lawsuit
AN EXPLANATION OF OUR LAWSUIT, AND THE
TRUTH OF OUR CASE [1 hr. 26 min. audio]
Eric's e-mail to us, from Aug. 30, 2005, expressing his financial intentions [PDF]
Eric Hoyle entered our monastery in September of 2005. In this e-mail of Aug. 30, 2005 (just before he
entered), he expressed his intention to donate his funds and his possessions to the monastery. In
expressing the amount that would revert to him should he decide to depart MHFM, he mentioned perhaps
$30,000 at the most, but that even that “seems excessive.” This e-mail utterly refutes his false claim that
he did not donate the money. It blows away the injurious lies that are being spread, according to which
we are withholding money that is due to him. This e-mail is part of the public record.

DEVASTATING AUDIO CLIPS OF CONVERSATIONS WITH JOSEPH MYERS
WHICH CONFIRM THAT WE HAVE DONE NOTHING WRONG
Here are 11 audio clips from conversations with Joseph Myers (recorded with permission). Joseph Myers
had been a member of Most Holy Family Monastery for a few months when he suddenly departed Most
Holy Family Monastery with Eric Hoyle on Dec. 31, 2007. He was thus on Hoyle’s side at the time. After
about a year or so, however, Joseph realized that he had made the wrong decision and apologized. He
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gave us the details of what transpired on the day they left and in the days following. His testimony
confirms the truth of our case. These conversations also reveal Hoyle’s sinister character and intentions.
These conversations are very revealing.

JM1 [2 min. audio]
Joseph Myers explains that that the primary reason Eric left is because he changed his religion. He also
explains how Eric’s view of things concerning us became distorted.

JM2 [30 sec. audio]
Joseph explains how once Eric changed his religion, he was trying to get the money he donated back.

JM3 [1 min. audio]
Joseph covers more of Eric’s Pharisaism.

JMA [2.5 min audio]
Joseph explains the events behind how they suddenly decided to leave. He explains how Eric was
holding the R.I. heretical theological writings in his hand at the time. They were the prime cause of his
decision to leave.

JMB [1 min. audio]
Joseph reveals more of the Jansenistic, Pharisaical outlook Eric embraced after he left MHFM. He
explains how Eric, after he left, criticized him for taking a shower or washing his clothes or brushing his
teeth too often.

JMC [8 min. audio]
Joseph reveals Eric’s clear intention to destroy MHFM no matter what it takes, as some sort of personal
vendetta that arose once he concluded that he didn’t agree with us theologically anymore. He explains
how Eric was trying to have us arrested and implicated in some crime (which of course he couldn’t do
since we are guilty of nothing). Joseph explains Eric’s desire to get Bro. Michael arrested for supposed
driving violations. While he was here, Eric never once mentioned his problems with Bro. Michael’s
driving. Joseph also covers what happened when Eric decided to leave.

JMD [2.5 min. audio]
Joseph covers more of how Eric, once he left the monastery and fell into schism, was a total Pharisee.

JMF [4 min. audio]
Joseph explains how Eric was trying to have us arrested in any way he could. He also covers other
things.

JMG [1.5 min. audio]
Joseph reveals how Eric told him about how he got some kind of sick sexual charges or temptations from
one of our cats!

JMH [2 min. audio]
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Joseph further explains how Eric, in the completely warped and sick view of things that he adopted after
leaving MHFM, somehow tried to blame us for his sick problem! He has a sick problem, with which we of
course had nothing whatsoever to do, and he blames us!

JME [2 min. audio]
Joseph acknowledges his poor choice, and gives more facts on the case.

Eric's e-mail to another, from Dec. 26, 2007, expressing full agreement while here
at MHFM [PDF]
This e-mail further corroborates the fact that Eric’s decision to leave on Dec. 31, 2007, was a drastic and
sudden switch a day or so before he left, which occurred after reading the evil writings of R.I. (see below).
In this e-mail, he is clearly in full agreement. He is explaining how he is working on a transcript for our
video, Creation and Miracles. This was written just a few days before he departed.

Eric's e-mail from Dec. 27, 2007, warning another person about reading heretical
writings and being misled by the Devil [PDF]
This is a very interesting e-mail. In this e-mail, written only a few days before he left MHFM, Eric is
warning another about reading deceptively heretical writings which could cause a person to be misled
and lose his soul! His words were prophetic, for what he was warning about is exactly what happened to
him only a few days later, after reading the evil writings of R.I.
If necessary, we will be posting more on this topic. This will include more phone conversations.
These will include several with a woman who stayed with Eric and who reveals more of his
sinister character and intentions. If necessary, we will also do a video on this topic.
If anyone else out there was contacted by Eric Hoyle, please contact us.

